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Objective
This study proposes a simulation model to generate the daily
counts of over-the-counter medication sales, such as thermo-
meter sales from all ZIP code areas in a study region that
include the areas without retail stores based on the daily sales
collected from the ZIP codes with retail stores through the
National Retail Data Monitor (NRDM). This simulation allows
us to apply NRDM data in addition to other data sources in a
multivariate analysis in order to rapidly detect outbreaks.

Introduction
In disease surveillance, an outbreak is often present in more
than one data type. If each data type is analyzed separately
rather than combined, the statistical power to detect an
outbreak may suffer because no single data source captures
all the individuals in the outbreak.1 Researchers, thus, started
to take multivariate approaches to syndromic surveillance.
The data sources often analyzed include emergency depart-
ment (ED) data, categorized by chief complaint; over-the-
counter (OTC) pharmaceutical sales data collected by the
National Retail Data Monitor (NRDM), and some other
syndromic data.1,2

Methods
Owing to the limit of the existing dataset collected in
NRDM, in that it does not have information about home ZIP

codes of the patients for each of the product sales, we
proposed a data simulation model to allocate the counts of
OTC sales in patient’s residential ZIP code areas.

To illustrate, we use an example of OTC medication
purchases made by the patients living in six ZIP code areas
with or without pharmacy stores (Figure 1). The nodes are
connected by three types of arrows representing different
types of commuting we presume: (1) for people who live in
the ZIP code areas with pharmacy stores, they purchase OTC
medications from those stores; (2) for people who live in ZIP
code areas without stores, they will purchase OTC medica-
tions from (a) the adjacent ZIP code areas that have stores
(solid arrows) (b) the nearest with-store ZIP code areas if
neither their living ZIP codes nor the adjacent have stores
(dashed arrows) or (c) their working ZIP code area with stores
(doubled arrows).

Our methods consist of three steps. First, we split each
non-store node into sub-nodes so that each sub-node only has
one arrow going out. In the rightmost graph in Figure 1,
sij
w represents the population of work flow between si and sj,
which was collected during the 2000 census, and sij represents
the remaining population in area Si who purchased OTC
medication in area Sj, which is computed as proportional to
the population of its target node. Second, for each with-
store node, the sales counts are then re-allocated to all of
its incoming nodes and itself assuming a multinomial
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Figure 1 Modeling OTC medication purchases made by the patients living in six ZIP code areas. The leftmost figure shows their geographic relations. The green
areas represent the ZIP codes with stores and the blue ones represent the ones without. The middle graph is to illustrate the three types of commuting in between.
The right graph shows the sub-nodes after splitting.
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distribution. Third, we combine the sub-nodes back into the
original node by adding the allocated counts together.

Results
Figure 2 is an example of the simulated counts in Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania. The model re-allocated the counts

from 53 ZIP code areas with stores (in green) to the
remaining 44 ZIP codes without stores.

Summary
We have presented a method to simulate the counts of
purchased OTC medications in terms of residential loca-
tion of the patients. This dataset can be used in multi-
variate analysis in combination with the syndromic dataset
collected during the ED visits of patients in order to improve
the power of early outbreak detection.
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Figure 2 The simulated OTC counts in Allegheny County.
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